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It doesn't get more authentic Hollywood than this weird repository for original movie scripts, film still, and movie posters old and new. An alternative to the kitschy tourist traps around it, Hollywood Movie Posters are unassumingly tucked into a back corner of the century-old Artisans Patio complex. Set just about Hollywood Blvd of the
Egyptian Theatre, longtime owner Ronald Borst holds the place items to please film films of each generation. The store's full-size movie stickers vary in era from the vintage (Angels over Broadway, 1940) to the trendy new (Harry Potter and the Twilight films). This month, David Cronenberg — master of movies that let you go Whuuh? —
cards free to the Stars, a film that follows some incredibly messy people who live and work in Hollywood. Even if you're not normally in the director's brand of creepiness, it's hard to resist the alloy of watching Julianne Moore, Mia Wasikowska, Robert Pattinson, and John Cusack play, well, their own kind. Turning a gimlet eye on
Hollywood is one of moviemakers' favorite things to do. The industry has long nurtured cautionary tales about the price of fame and the dangerous town where nothing is more valuable — just look at A Star Is Born of The Bling Ring. And why not? Screenwriters write what they know, and you can't find an easier set than an actual studio
lot. Sure, there are plenty of movies celebrating the glamour of the business (Singing in the Rain, The Artist). But we already know it's a town full of beautiful people that's beautiful. It's nice to get a glimpse of the dark underbelly proving Tinseltown is nothing more than a fictional façade. Cleanse your palate of the glitz of awards season
and watch these movies to remind yourself why you might want to stay safe on this side of the silver screen. Sometimes, even when you ponder a rather simple topic, you have an epiphany. And epiphanies, no matter how trivial the subject matters, are always refreshing. Our most recent example was to see an incredibly dramatic actor,
let's call him Michael Shannon, in a very famous movie, let's call it Groundhog Day. It's a movie we've watched dozens of times — enough to almost feel we've lived old Phil Connors' 72-plus years in Punxsutawney himself. But suddenly, there he was, in all his compelling, Michael Shannon glory. It made us think: Who else have we
missed in great films throughout the years? So, we got crowdsourced. We asked around the office, dug around on IMDB, and mined 10 epic moments big stars appeared in great films that you all but assuredly missed the first time. Inside, the motherlode of lost superstars who showed up in famous movies is lovingly composed for your
pleasure. We hope you have as much fun reading this as we made it. Jack Gleeson, Batman Start If You Blink, You'll Miss It, But he was the most hated monarch to rule the airwaves, The Game of Thrones star has a prodigal son in the from Ducard's (Liam Neeson) chaotic attack on Gotham City. While it's hardly a blip on the film's radar,
the hilarious cop gently pushing his face away as he watches a fly in slow motion is worth a rewind or two. It's also just fun to see Gleeson from his Joffrey chains because if you go through how well he treats his fans, he actually looks like a pretty rad dude. Acting! Michael Shannon, Groundhog Day Long before he was a brooding
thespian in compelling movies like The Shape of Water and Midnight Special, Shannon played the plucky other half of a young bride-to-be, who needed help from reformed Phil Connors (Bill Murray) to stoke the flames of their love. On his epic good-Samaritan kick, Connors gets the couple WrestleMania tickets to restoring their
relationship, and Shannon just loses it. The twinkle in his eye as he screams, Thank you Mr. Connors, you're a real pal, was just foreshadowing for his productive path forward as one of Hollywood's best dramatic actors. Cuba Gooding, Jr., Coming to America You can't remember Mr. Show-me-the-money in John Landis's classic comedy
starring Eddie Murphy, Eddie Murphy, and Eddie Murphy, mostly because of all the hilarious goings on around him — and the fact that the best he can show is a cheesy smile. The Cuba moment comes into the barbershop scene, where the young star-to-be plays a customer getting his mop hacked by Clarence (Eddie Murphy, cached
into aging makeup). The key moment? Watch Murphy's hands snip, but never get close to any of Cuba's locks. Samuel L. Jackson, Come to America They don't suffer when they say Samuel L. is in almost everything. Jumping back to the seminal comedy, here we see Jackson in one of his earliest high-profile roles, playing the criminal
likes of the McDowell's (you know, the place with the Big Mick). The hat and beard make a decent disguise, but if you look again at the film, there's no mistasting that commanding presence. Was this the role that ultimately led to his groundbreaking turn in Pulp Fiction? We may never know. Elijah Wood, Back to the Future Part II In his
first role ever, Wood slips into the film right as we are overwhelmed by Robert Zemeckis' zany future technology, playing one of the two kids trying to use the old school arcade game. Perhaps the most interesting thing about this moment is the clothes the future kids are wearing, including some sort of ridiculous colanders on their heads.
While many of the film's predictions have actually come true (we're watching you, Cubbies), there are no flying cars, and, yes, you still have to use your hands to play video games. Maybe in another 30 years? Jack Black, Demolition Man There are so many questions we have about this film, but most of them boil down to one word: Why?
That said, it's oddly rewatchable, so if you've spent enough time over the three seashells, you may have noticed the prolific young Jack Black appeared in a nothing rolling in the second act, along with Denis Leary. Black may not have much to say, but it could be because Leary says all the words. All of them. Tom Hardy, Black Hawk
Down You Probably Saw This Movie, but you'd be forgiven for not remembering Hardy's role. He was a virtual unknown then, and even now his acting prowess and lack of ego make him one of the most chameleon stars on the silver screen. He has only a few lines anyway, and those Marine haircuts and helmets when they're in the thick
of it making each of the bigger names in the film seem to blend into the background. However, we promise he is there. Keira Knightley, Star Wars: Episode I — The Phantom Menace Speaking of chameleons, Knightley spends all her time in this film hiding in plain sight, made up of as an almost identical body double for Portman's Queen
Amidala. Honestly, this one surprises us, as she really is the spitting image with all that makeup. You can always go back and watch the film again to see if you can make her out, but we wouldn't recommend it. John Hamm, The A team While it may not be his most challenging role, john Hamm shows up at the end of this fun but
forgettable remake alongside many other big stars. Hamm played many bit parts on his way to the A-list, including moonlighting in movies while rocking the anti-hero like a champion on his star-making AMC series, Mad Men. While Hamm may not have a curled list of top-notch films under his belt, his turn as the bad guy on Baby Driver
should help keep him afloate for more critically acclaimed fare in the future. Besides, how can you not love that face? Amy Adams, Catch me if you can another one that's much easier to notice in hindsight, absolutely electrified Adams the screen along with serious heavyweights like DiCaprio and Walken than the nurse who finally gets her
arms off — and quickly starts making out with DiCaprio. There are no small roles, and Adams proved her skills by holding her own in this brutal Spielberg masterpiece. She had to wait another five years before mesmering audiences with her breakout role in Enchantment, which launched her on the A-list, but as we can probably all attest,
it was worth the wait. If you liked this, check out some of our other quirky lists, including famous actors who were roommates, big stars who awry their famous roles, and actors who played simultaneously in several series. Editors' Recommendations Source: Apple Emojis are about to take over the big screen... no, seriously. In further
evidence that Hollywood is fresh out of ideas, Sony has reportedly just won the rights to an animated movie that centers on the smiley faces and other symbols you use in texts and on social media According to Deadline, the project comes from Anthony Leondis (Kung Fu Panda: Secrets of the Masters). Leondis co-wrote the script with
Eric Siegel (TBS Men at Work) and will also be direct. The pitch reportedly sparked an intense bidding war between three major studios. Sony finally came up with an aggressive aggressive Payment... or in emoji terms, a lot of bags with the cash symbol on them. So what exactly did the studios fight so intensely past? Details about what
the film will actually entail (the dancing red dress lady? The sunglasses-wearing smiley?) hasn't been released, but Deadline reports that studio exes know this is a zeitgeist moment for the ideograms that hatched in Japan and want to jump on it. Plus, unlike The Lego Movie, there are no underlying rights to buy - a quality that only makes
the concept even more appealing to Hollywood. It's hard to believe that anyone, even the most talented filmmakers, can create an entire feature film from emojis. That said, Leondis has plenty of experience in animation. In addition to directing Kung Fu Panda: Secrets of the Masters, he recently completed the DreamWorks movie B.O.O.:
Bureau of OtherWorld Operation. That movie, which features the voices of A-list stars, such as Bill Murray, Melissa McCarthy, Matt Bomer and Seth Rogen, was temporarily deducted from schedule as the company undergoes restructuring. While Leondis took care of the animation experience, Siegel probably helped bring a comedic voice
to the table. The writer and actor sold several shows to Fox and NBC and also served as a producer on the TBS series Men At Work and ABC's Family Tools. Given their backgrounds, it will be interesting to see what the duo have come up with for their emoji project. Amazingly, though, theirs isn't the only emoji-themed project in the
works. Per Deadline, a second similar pitch is going to shop soon, which could be another reason that Sony Animation wants to move on this sooner rather than later. Yes, we live in a world with competing emoji movies. While an emoji film seems to achieve a new level of absurd, even for Hollywood, it's far from the only film based on a
phone technology coming our way. The Angry Birds film is currently scheduled for release next summer. Similarly, Pixels, a movie based on classic video game characters, is set to hit theaters this month. Depending on how both of those perform in theaters, look for Sony to make it an even bigger priority. To be fair, some not quite
original animated ideas have recently gone on to become winning features. The most obvious example of this is The Lego Movie, which earned critical acclaim and numerous awards on it last year. Of course, this won't be the last we see of it — Hollywood is apparently determined to give everyone franchise fatigue with a slew of Lego-
themed films scheduled over the next few years. Still, The Lego Movie's great success has clearly opened up a new demand for these kinds of animated films. Whether the emoji movie will surprise us and go the same way or end up as big of a disaster as it sounds remains to be seen. More from Cheat Sheet: Blad: Blad:
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